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Photographing Here/There: The works of Ania Dabrowska and John Nassari 
in Into the Open, Four Corners Gallery, London. Roshini Kempadoo 
 

April 2008, East London. 
 
In the right hand corner of the gallery is a large framed photograph created 
by John Nassari of ‘Hasan’, a Palestinian refugee living in Lebanon. 
‘Hasan’ looks intently back at Nassari (and the viewer). I am at once 
seduced and disturbed by the portrait with its accompanying small 
photographs below. I am seduced by and proud of Hasan’s presence and 
composure in the image for the way in which he exudes a sense of dignity, 
conviction, and pride in Nassari’s portrait. He is someone who has sought 
the safety of living in Lebanon and unfamiliar to living in the ‘comfort zone’ 
of European/Western privileges. The familiarity of the genre of 
photography that Nassari alludes to nevertheless disturbs my experience 
of it. To encounter the photograph as visual evidence of poverty and 
injustice over ‘there’ is altogether too familiar and commonplace. These 
representations are compelling contributions to the images I already carry 
in my subconscious – memory images that serve to reinforce and remind 
me of how little things have changed for those predominantly outside of 
Europe and how much effort is still needed to bring about substantial relief 
from poverty and hardship. 
 
My gaze is drawn to a cluster of small photographs mounted on the far left 
hand wall of the gallery space created by Ania Dabrowska. I am 
particularly attracted to the photograph ‘Majorca 2006 For Larisa’. The 
intense blue of the sea contrasts with the light and colour of the rock in the 
middle distance and central to the image. I can recall a similar visual image 
when journeying not so long ago. My nostalgic imaginative journey through 
the photograph gives way to a sense of pleasure and comfort as I explore 
her photographic concept and style. I know that Dabrowska has offered me 
a gift and I thank her for it. I feel as though the small ‘quiet’ photograph has 
not only been created for Larisa, but also for me.  

 
Dabrowska’s and Nassari’s photographs are concerned with one of the 
omnipresent motif of global capitalism and militarism, the issue of migration. 
Migration as the experience of persons moving from one place to another, 
whether forced, coerced, or chosen, is concerned with estrangement from a place 
and a state once identified as home and self. The photographs of Into the Open 
are engulfed by notions of terminal loss, melancholia, and sadness, associated 
with the estrangement of an exilic experience. The photographs offer us glimpses 
and insights in which the portraits that have been created in the place of arrival 
made home, becomes the leitmotif of the gallery space. Distinctions between the 
technique and style of the two photographers are apparent in the gallery space 
whilst portraiture and symbolic memory fragments become the common currency 
representing the individuals and their estrangement. The photographers’ spatially 
re-orient us to unfamiliarity and a strangeness of the locations, both here (in 
Britain) and there (in Lebanon). 
 
Here 
Dabrowska’s three works are in continuous dialogue with each other, in some 
sense, mimicking her process and relationship to photographing the individuals 
she worked with. Central to the work are the eight portraits in the series You And I 
In Flux (2006-2007) and interview transcripts featured in the artwork 
Conversations (2008) of individuals who have made their home in London. The 
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formal portraits in various locations in London (although we don’t necessarily know 
this) – at home, in domesticated spaces, or outside – in public thoroughfares, are 
staged in a way that overtly lays claim to the photographic process of freezing a 
moment of time. Dabrowska and the person in each photograph are complicit in 
staging the portrait. The viewer is positioned as the empathetic onlooker, a guest 
to the scene, who is inadvertently drawn to the familiar pose presented in each 
image. The photographs represent an emotional and physical state of being that 
we are familiar with that reinforces the harsh life experiences of the émigré, 
migrant, or refugee, having moved to the new surroundings of a large European 
city. Her subjects portray a deep melancholia – each person situated in an 
isolated, lonely, vulnerable, and desolate space. The portraits refer to urban space 
– the place of arrival made home, as the scene of pathos and tragedy. The 
autobiographical intervention by Dabrowska by the third series in the gallery titled I 
Used To Skate On Frozen Lakes (2008), are of interest here for their 
representation of elsewhere. These smaller photographs in close proximity to 
each other are Dabrowska’s response to what she has photographed and listened 
to. Elsewhere becomes the scene of the imagination and longing. As the title 
suggests, the photographs are representations evoking almost mystical 
imaginings and rites of passage – whether these are childhood memories, views 
whilst travelling, or discoveries on the beach. Elsewhere is scenery beyond the 
portraits of the dreary, urban, domesticated space is presented to us (persons 
photographed and viewer alike) as a visual offering to imagine and enjoy. 
Dabrowska’s elsewhere is not necessarily the symbolic place of origin or 
belonging, but rather she refers us to locations and experiences of some journeys 
that are pleasurable and which alleviates the ‘grimness of outlook and,…sullen 
disapproval of all enthusiasm or buoyancy of spirit’. (Said, 1990, p.366) 
 
There 
John Nassari’s work carefully treads the trickier process of photography as 
representing there  - there being associated with something altogether less 
familiar to both his and our day-to-day European experience. Photographing 
beyond Europe is inextricably linked to the genealogy of photography, the social 
documentary genre, and representations of the Other. Nassari, like Dabrowska, is 
keenly aware of how burdensome this historical legacy is for the photographer. 
Through his experimentation, technique and research method, he continuously 
works to seek visual counter narratives, perspectives, and viewpoints. And this 
work It’s my home, even though I don’t remember it does not disappoint. With a 
personal and professional history of creating photographic representations of 
Cypriot communities in London and Cyprus, Nassari approaches the process of 
photographing individuals and the spaces of Palestinian refugee camps in 
Lebanon with sensitivity and visual acuity.  
 
Hasan’s photograph is one of eight large framed portraits in the gallery space. 
This particular portrait is made up of some sixty digital photographs, painstakingly 
stitched together to make a single image. In adopting this type of digital 
manipulation and wide aperture techniques for most of the portraits, Nassari has 
been able to manipulate light intensity, the visual plane, and composition of the 
photograph to heighten visual brilliance. While the manipulation is transparent, the 
effect is bedazzling. The portraits are striking not only for the directness of the 
sitter’s gaze upon us as viewer/photographer, but also because of the 
photographs fine and coveted detail. Nassari is not shying away from, or making 
apologies for the well-known limits of the conventions to humanist portraiture that 
he employs here to engage the viewer. In fact, Nassari positively flouts them. It is 
as if the photographs are being presented as intensified honorific versions of the 
portraits Sekula (1986) describes –– in which the subject is looked up to, and their 
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persona appears dignified by their photographic representation. The iconic power 
embedded in the photograph and the photographic practice Nassari adopts serves 
its purpose. Hasan I am told ‘felt like Beckham’ whilst Nassari photographed him 
so many times. The research and creative process of photographing and 
interviewing has reinforced the importance and value of Hasan’s story to both 
photographer and sitter.  
 
In a way not dissimilar to Dabrowska’s re-contextualisation of her portraits, 
Nassari has created additional photographs as symbolic image fragments of the 
refugee camp. These are hung below the portraits on the gallery walls. The 
contextual physical space in Lebanon presents a fragmented perspective of the 
location that accompanies the portraits. Nassari visually re-orients the gallery 
viewer of the Lebanese space by re-working the images in a way that distorts, 
blurs, and disrupts the field of vision. They are in close proximity to the portraits to 
encourage an interrelationship between the representations of the individuals who 
live in the camps and the image fragments of their surroundings. The relationship 
between the two  - the portraits and representations of their surroundings – are 
crucial to the way in which the experience of those photographed may be 
interpreted.  
 
Conclusion 
 
The two photographs, Nassari’s Hasan and Dabrowska’s Majorca 2006 For Larisa 
have been committed to memory. As visual registers, I will continue to rely on 
them in making sense of the world through photographic and other visual 
representations. The photographs have persuaded me of the importance of 
highlighting again and again the everyday experience of persons whose stories 
are still so often on the edge of our field of vision.   
 
What struck me in both photographers’ work was the potency and depth of their 
photographic practices. The have managed to individualise and personalise the 
story of migration that otherwise remains global and faceless. Both Nassari and 
Dabrowska have approached the persons photographed with an obligation to bear 
witness to their stories. Their works present us with partial perspectives of 
migration. Familiarity of Here (Britain) and estrangement of there (Lebanon) are 
acknowledged perspectives presented by the photographers’. As Haraway 
suggests, such accountability and acknowledgement ‘initiates, rather than closes 
off, the problem of responsibility for the generativity of all visual practices… [and it 
is] in this way we might become answerable for what we learn how to see'. 
(Haraway, 2002, p.678) We will continue to be convinced by these images and 
their value as documentary photographs to evoke and value someone else’s 
migratory experience. 
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